AGENDA

These agenda items are all broad topics for discussion while we have the chance to have the RTAG committee assembled together on Monday. We may not get to all of these.

1. Who needs what? Member feedback on Continuity of Research. Do you have Covid-19 concerns re: research that are useful for whole committee to address? (Conversation may be led by Jan).

2. Are there plans out there for software and data carpentry during the research lull? What has been developed so far? Who will deliver? People are overcommitted. Could we recruit volunteers? (Conversation may be led by Dan).

3. FP&M outages reporting. Can we leverage RTAG for communication? Would it be helpful to have this communication via VCRGE research core, research directors? (Conversation may be led by Andy).

4. How do we prepare “shovel ready” projects, so we have plans to pull out of a drawer when potential covid-recovery funding opportunities come up? (Conversation may be led by Amy).

5. Research computing central web site; how do we bring researchers to this resource? Can the OVCRGE host this site? Could it be ‘sponsored’ by RTAG? What would that mean? (Conversation may be led by Katrina).